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Abstract: It is known, from a simple algebraic computation, that every Hilbert-
Schmidt operator on the Fock space admits a Maassen-Meyer kernel. Maassen-
Meyer kernels are a non-commutative extension of the usual notion of chaotic
expansion of random variables. Using an extension of the non-commutative stochas-
tic integrals which allows to define these integrals on the whole Fock space, we
prove that a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on Fock space is the sum of a series of
iterated non-commutative stochastic integrals with respect to the basic three quantum
noises. In this way we recover its Maassen-Meyer kernel which can be completely
described from the operator itself.

1. Introduction

It is well-known that every square integrable functional / of the Wiener process
W)f^o admits a preυisible representation, that is a representation as the sum of
a constant (its expectation) and a stochastic integral of a previsible process with
respect to W. But such a random variable also admits a chaotic expansion [7], that
is, a representation of the form

oo

- Σ / fn{h,...,tn)dwh---dwtn,
n—\ 0 < / i <••• <tn

where /„ is a square integrable function on the increasing simplex

The set 0>n of subsets of R + with cardinality n can be clearly identified to Σn.

The family {/„} can be viewed as a single square integrable function / on 0> —

U Λ ^ o = {0}), byj>uttmg/U) = fn(tu...9tn) if A = {0 < tx < - < tn} e &9

with the convention /(0) = E [ / ] . With this "short notation" ([3]) the chaotic ex-

pansion of / can be written / = J^f(A)dWA.

On the boson Fock space Φ over Z 2 ( R + ) , which is isomorphic to the space of
square integrable Wiener functionals ([15]), operators can be represented in two


